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About This Game

Roulette Simulator presents players with the greatest modern Roulette gambling simulation. Experience the highs and the lows
in real-time as you try to beat the roulette wheel during the intensity of each spin!

3D Roulette Simulation

 Themed Roulette Wheels

 Realistic Wheel and Ball Physics.

 Experience Roulette in a 3D Physics-based simulation engine!
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 Every spin matters! Every outcome presents intense moments and dramatic possibilities!

 Practice betting strategies to master the roulette wheel and earn great profits!

 Build your bankroll and move up the all-time Steam Leaderboards with every winning bet.

 Earn Roulette Achievements! (Steam Achievements integration)

Steam Features

 Steam Leaderboards.

 Steam Achievements.
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Title: Roulette Simulator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
JDRumble
Publisher:
JDRumble
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: Intel i3 Processor

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 Series or Later.

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Audio

Additional Notes: 60 FPS is the recommended frame rate.

English
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I enjoy the premise and idea of this game, however, I don't understand the Sleeper.

The sleeper spawns if you spend too much time in an area, preventing you from looting everything and giving you a sense of
urgency.

However, I can not even sprint straight to the end of the level, no looting, stealthing, or even fighting enemies, without the
Sleeper spawning and killing me through walls. I will sprint straight to the exit doing my best not to get lost (a guessing game
with the procedural generation), and it will spawn without fail every time. Am I doing something wrong? Because so far I seem
to be doing everything correctly.

It also doesn't exactly "chase" you, as the game states... It simply flies through the walls to where you are, moving at what seems
to be a faster pace, so unless the exit is right in front of you, there is no outrunning it.

I'm vexed by this mechanic to say the least, but I'm going to continue and try to get past it.

EDIT -

So, it seems that the Sleeper actually is based on your Sanity, which I wasn't paying enough attention to.

EDIT II -

So the Sleeper activates when your commotion goes too high. PSA - DONT SPRINT AROUND ALL THE TIME LIKE ME.

(:. Excellent classic!

I used it on the SDJR and works great. A must have with the Robinson O4 and you have a great duo.. I love shoot em ups but
this one just can't grab my attention. It isn't bad and on sale you might enjoy it but I'm definitely glad I passed this one up on the
Dreamcast. The music is pretty bland, the graphics look out of place like a cut and paste job, and the mechanics of R-Type and
its various clones are as tired here as they are elsewhere. If you are a hori euro-shmup fan you might dig this but I'm glad I opted
for Sturmwind (which isn't exactly fantastic either).. This game is relaxing and quite beautiful. It was a bit short, but can be
replayed on different levels very well.. I liked the old school look and overall style here but the freeze mechanic was really
annoying. It took me forever to understand it due to inadequate tutorials. Once it clicked, I started having more fun but it still
frustrated me. Overall I had an ok time but more frustration than fun.. Really fun game! I do get tired a lot but is is really fun!
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Airship Dragoon is an old school squad tactics game. This game is not for everyone. It is really only for hard core wargamers. I
love this game, but I have been playing games like this for a long time. The graphical interface is a bit clunky and difficult to
use, but it gets easier after you are used to it. There is a map, but you have to switch screens to access it (maybe this adds to the
realism since it feels more like reading a map).

This game is frustrating at first when your squad consists of militia. Tactical gameplay elements like morale and accuracy mean
that the conscripts will have trouble hitting anything and will run away when shot at. But once you separate the men from the
boys, you can build an effective squad. The game has well thought out promotion, class, and technology systems, so your squad
will improve in capability over time. Eventually your men will be able to hit distant targets and will keep fighting even after
being wounded. This also means that it can be a major blow if one of your veterans is killed in action. Fortunately, critically
wounded soldiers can be evacuated if one of their comrades can reach them in time.

Like many tactical games, the strategy aspect is mainly a mechanism to make the battles significant and give them some context.
But the strategy game is also well thought out in terms of game elements and play balance. There are some imporant strategy
elements like dirigibles, garrisons, and terrain types. They each play a role in strategic operations and game economics.. This
baby popped into my library with a bundle I recently picked up. I only popped in for a few minutes, but had a good time with it!
The mechanics and physics seem realistic, graphics are good, the whole thing ran smooth and stable… and dare I say I learned
something about fireworks from playing this!? Right now, it’s just sandbox, so you set up light individual poppers, set up mortar
sequences, or be like me and make the whole warehouse go up in flames… but it doesn’t give you any objectives, or things to do
other than tinker. I look forward to the career more, with objectives/missions! At it’s current state, I’d say it’s worth picking up
on sale, and once the career mode arrives, it’ll be worth the asked $9.. I'm a fan of Secret Files, but this game was just a
disappointment. The puzzles were a bit more realistic, but the game was ridiculously short and the story was lacking. Not worth
the 5\u20ac I spent.. Hauntingly beautiful game about confronting the darkest parts of love, obsession and human nature..
Outstanding - top-notch physics and graphics, great selection of cars and tracks (plus many more added by the community), I
prefer it to rFactor but it sadly isn't be used by many NZ racing leagues so I haven't played it lately...9\/10

Roulette Simulator Bundle:
Roulette Simulator is now featured in a bundle with Roulette Simulator 2  at a reduced price. Take this opportunity to
purchase the bundle and retrieve a copy of both titles for less than half the price!

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/10120/Roulette_Simulator_Bundle/. Roulette Simulator - On Sale at $0.49!:
Enjoy this weekly sale at just $0.49 for Roulette Simulator along with all the recent updates.

Recent Updates

- American Wheel added. (Double Zeros)
- Leaderboards
- Minor Bug Fixes
- Optimization. Weekly Sale - October 1st:
Enjoy 75% off of Roulette Simulator for 1 week!. One Additional Week Featured Sale!:
This game will be on sale for an additional week following the Lunar New Year's Steam Sale!

Enjoy!. Roulette Simulator - Weekly Sale:
Roulette Simulator is currently featured in a weekly sale!. Roulette Simulator - LAUNCHES on Steam! (25% OFF):
Roulette Simulator has officially launched on Steam!

To celebrate, we've included a launch discount of 25% for the opening week on Steam! Get it for just $1.49 and enjoy!
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